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"The Myth of Cultural Deprivation, Or, A Case for Cul-
tural Pluralism" addresses itself to individual teachers and
seeks to provide an awareness of the many valid cultures
present in their classrooms# In doing so, the study both
defines and presents a case for the value of cultural
pluralism# In addition, by stressing the omnipresence of
ruany valid cultures and by providing a realistic understanding
of some of the consequences of the procedures and objectives
teachers now employ in the classroom, the paper both challenges
the "myth" of cultural deprivation and sheds light on some of
the dilemmas teachers now face#
Chapter I defines in detail the three basic concepts of
"cultural pluralism, " "multi-cultural, " and "cultural depri-
vation#" It defines "cultural pluralism" as an ideal state,
presently existing only in theory, towards which teachers
might work. Cultural pluralism begins with the demonstrable
existence of a rich variety of distinct and legitimate cultural
v
world views which, in an ideal state, would coexist and
command an equal share of respect and influence. Chapter I
then proceeds to outline “multi-cultural" as a reality
present in American society; distinct cultural groups
possessing different systems of values and behaviors are
present in society and classrooms today. "Cultural depri-
vation" is defined as both a myth and a rationale. Cultural
deprivation is a myth because it is based on the false
belief that a person who is net nurtured in the dominant
culture is a person with little or no valid culture, and it
forms a rationale because it provides a justification for
tracking certain minority cultural groups (racial and ethnic)
into predetermined economic classes.
Chapter II proceeds to describe and clarify some of the
obstacles to a teacher's locating and using the multi-
cultural resources now present in the classrooms* cultural
barriers present both for the teacher and the cross-cultural
communities. In Chapter III, some of the consequences of
the interactions of these barriers and the myth of cultural
deprivation are discussed and the labyrinth of the multi-
cultural classroom situation is revealed. In the final
chapter, some guidelines are offered for teachers to use
on an individual basis in order* to become more aware of the
specific cultural mixes which they might find in the classrooms.
vi
The guidelines are designed to be self-administered programs,
and include suggestions for pre-term activities, during
term activities both in and out of the classroom, and a
sample multi-cultural strategy.
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3of culture and cultural change that comingle in our class-
room, In other words, as formal educational institutions
(schools) increasingly take over from the family the function
of transmitting information to new generations, it is
becoming ever more important for teachers to know v/hat it is
that we are transmitting and what we are witholding, those
students we are serving, and those we are not.
Objective
This paper addresses itself to individual teachers and
seeks to provide an awareness of the many valid cultures
present in our classrooms. In so doing, this author hopes
both to define and present a case for the value of "cultural
pluralism. " In addition, by stressing the omnipresence of
many "valid" cultures and by providing a realistic under-
standing of some of the consequences of the procedures and
objectives we now employ in our classrooms, this study both
challenges the "myth of cultural deprivation" and hopes to
shed light on some of the dilemmas teachers now face.
These objectives need to be met for a variety of reasons:
teacher awareness of multi-cultures is often so little in
evidence, employing the myth of cultural deprivation may
be
students and teachers, and both situationsharmful to many
4in turn make learning difficult, create tension between the
home-culture of the peer group and the culture of the
school, and perpetuate a school system which produces dis-
tinctly first and second class citizens.
This author feels qualified to present the case for
cultural pluralism because background work in educational
anthropology, other academic studies, field work, and
experience in general have converged to assist in this task.
Degree work in anthropology exposed the author to various
cultures and their equal validity. Several years of teaching
experience have shown the potential impact we teachers may
have upon our students. Field work, for this author, has
meant research on an American Indian reservation in North
Dakota and a study of the effects of curricular change in
schools k-12 in a middle class white suburban community in
Connecticut. This author has also co-founded an educational
experiment which has given first hand experience in those
problems involved both in setting up a school and trying
to meet the various, and often contradictory, needs of the
larger institutional structure, the teachers, and the
students. And, in addition, this author has collaborated
in several experimental curriculums which have offered
further insight into the nature of student/teacher
relation-
ships •
5definitions
In this thesis, several key terms are used in a sense
peculiar to the substance of this study. They are described
as follows
s
Culture is a symbolic system, "one of many possible
ways of relating the self to the universe.
. . .
"^ One of
the most difficult jobs we have is "to realize that what
we know about human nature, about motivation, about
emotions, about satisfactions, is not necessarily true of
all human beings but may be true only of the human beings
who have been brought up within our own cultural framework ."4
Cultural pluralism is a concept, or more exactly an
ideal, towards which we teachers might work. The theory
of cultural pluralism begins with the demonstrable exis-
tence of a rich variety of distinct and legitimate cultural
world views at work in our society in general and our class-
rooms in particular. But these world views, at present,
do not command an equal share of respect and influence in
our society. Cultural pluralism, as defined here, main-
tains that in order to first create and then coexist in
an ideal state, all cultures need to actively employ
tolerance, or better, respect, for all ways people have
6devised to be human culture), and that any value of
any given culture which conflicts or threatens this value
of cultural pluralism should first atrophy and then become
obsolete.
guj.ti-cultural, cross-cultural — These terms are used
to describe existing distinct cultural groups possessing
systems of values and behaviors which are present
in our society and in our schools today. Multi-cultural
and cross-cultural classrooms are a reality. Cross-
cultural is also used to refer to the act of experiencing
a multi-cultural situation, e.g. a cross-cultural child
confronting a multi- (or cross-) cultural classroom.
Cultural deprivation can be described as both a myth
and a rationale. It is a myth instead of a truth because
it is based on the false belief that a person who is not
nurtured in the dominant culture is a person with little
or noi valid culture. The myth is perpetuated in part
because it is used as a rationale to reinforce the present
socio-economic system dominated by the values of the white
middle class. The rationale of cultural deprivation pro-
vides a justification for tracking certain minority cultural
groups (racial and ethnic) into predetermined economic
classes. In this way, it may also act as a self-fulfilling
7prophecy.
Validity — What this paper means by validity, valid,
or legitimate is that every culture functioning in American
society is potentially an equally efficient human system
devised to meet the basic needs of life and deserves to be
equally respected and equally influential in our society.
However, as previously noted, it does not mean that this
author concludes that this is now the case.
Ethnocentricism is the belief that the values of one's
own particular culture are superior to the values of any
other culture and that the superior should supercede.
While this author is against the value of ethnocentricism,
the writer does not intend to suggest that it follows that
any culture which employs ethnocentricism among its values
is without validity. For example, wh4.1e this paper often
works to combat ethnocentricism present in white middle
class culture, in point of fact, there are many cultures
in American society which regard other cultures ethno-
centrically. Representatives of Black and American Indian
groups have written that white middle class culture as a
whole is morally inferior to their own. But, in this
paper white middle class culture is singled out for its
ethnocentricism simply because of the fact that in terms
8of power and influence it is the dominant culture and
therefore its values have greater effects upon other cul-
tures. Moreover, the ethnocentricism of white middle
class culture has become institutionalized in our schools.
Basic Assumptions
Cultural pluralism is an ideal state, at present exist-
ing only in theory, towards which society should work.
Mulfei-oultures are a reality present both in the
classroom in particular and society in general.
Cultural deprivation is a mvth which, when employed
in schools, is often harmful and debilitating to both
teachers and students.
Schools usually perpetuate only selected cultural
aspects of American society, or more specifically, selected
values and behaviors from the adult white middle class.
Sgfrpol.a fUftg.U-on ag.. a „ sgjfcjjig. mesftanj. sin maintaining
the present class structure . Certain racial and other
minority groups are typically tracked into the lower class
and they are so sorted in part because many schools are
organized to do so. This situation exists for a variety
of reasons only some of which fall within the present con-
cerns of this paper* ignorance of the multi-cultural
9nature of the classroom, the desire to maintain the rela-
tive positions of the socio-economic classes (i.e., the
dominant class ' wishes to remain dominant)
,
the myth of
cultural deprivation (which is often used by teachers,
with the best of intentions, to unwittingly perpetuate
social and economic inequality)
•
It is crucial for teachers to know the impact that
our behavior may have on our students because if we are not
aware of the many ways, both subtle and obvious, our
behavior may influence students, the inequities of the
school may be unwittingly perpetuated.
Teachers can be more effective in transmitting cur-
riculum and have a richer teaching experience in general
if we know more about the various cultures In our. .class
-
rooms..
In general, if we teachers become sensitive to the
reality of multi-culturalism and the effects of the myth,
of cultural deprivation, we might be able. tP promote., , &?ie
potential of cultural pluralism . Once knowledge of the
cultural spectrum begins to influence our perspectives,
locating the nature of classroom problems will come into
focus* And simple recognition of the dilemmas one may
confront in the classroom may in turn lead us to the source
10
of classroom difficulties. Then perhaps solutions will not
be far behind.
Limitations
This thesis makes no attempt to be prophetic or
visionary with respect to what a culturall pluralistic
classroom, or society, might ultimately be: there are
simply too many human variables involved. This writer can
only reassert that on the basis of the present cultural
situation in most of our classrooms, cultural pluralism
when used as a guideline appears to be a means well quali-
fied to produce healthy change for all concerned.
To begin with, this paper speaks to individual
teachers, not educational institutions or society at large.
What this writer is concerned with here are human beings
who happen to be "teachers" and "students" and how they
themselves might profit by understanding some of the dangers
of the myth of cultural deprivation and the potential
rewards of cultural pluralism. This thesis attempts to
deal with the inequities in our school system at the level
this author knows best: the moment when students and
teachers meet in a cultural mix. At the same time, this
paper fully admits that the above strategy is only one way
11
of meeting such inequities in our classrooms.
This paper is meant as a challenge, an orientation to
the reality of multi-culturalisra, not a solution. Nor is
it the author *s present purpose to discuss any strategies
for changes designed to bring about the end of a school
functioning as a sorting mechanism for a white middle class
oriented society. Rather, this writer has chosen solely
fco present a case which challenges this function
-
—deciding
instead to concentrate upon the myth of cultural depriva-
tion and how it functions as a barrier to both the teacher
and student* a barrier which stands between them and the
use of the full cultural resources available in the class-
room.
organization
The remainder of the thesis, divided into
three parts,
seeks first in Chapter XX to describe and
clarify some
of the obstacles to a teacher's locating
and using the
raulti-cultural resources present in the
classroom.
Second, in Chapter III. some of the
consequences of the
interaction of these barriers and the
myth of cultural
deprivation will be discussed. Third,
in Chapter IV,
some simple guidelines will be
offered for teachers to
12
use on an individual basis in order to become more aware
of the specific cultural mixes which night be fcur.d in
the classrooms. These guidelines are meant to be self-
administered programs. As previously indicated, this
paper will tend to stress throughout three primary con-
cepts: the value of cultural pluralism, the reality of
multi-cultures, and the myth of cultural deprivation.
13
Footnotes to Chapter I
^Colin Turnbull, "The Mbuti Pygmies of the Congo, " in
James L. Gibbs, Jr., ed.. Peoples of Africa (New York*
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1965), p. 268.
2 Ibid ., p. 312.
3Dorothy Lee, Freedom and culture (New York* Prentice-
Hall, 1959), p. 1.
4Ibid .
.
p. 2.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The new teacher was having trouble in her
classroom. Just when she would arrive at the
most important part of her lesson, one of the
Hopi children would begin to hum. Soon another
would start, then another, until the whole class
was humming. It was not until she had used the
ruler repeatedly upon all offenders that her
problem ended. She never discovered that these
children hum when they are happy.
—told by Bryan Michener
Visiting a class for future teachers on
problems in the schools, and knowing little
about the class, I chose to follow the discus-
sion silently. But after about an hour's
analysis of the problems of chronic absentism
in ghetto schools, I turned to the group and
asked them why they thought the students should
be in school at ail. Responding with a glance
of amused tolerance, the class ignored ray ques-
tion and proceeded as if without interruption.
The Mbuti pygmies of the Ituri Porest led
what many have called an idyllic life, without
wars or famine, in an environment they found
both protective and benevolent. Yet they were
not isolated from outside groups. Since they
periodically needed things from neighboring
villages and the villages from them, they formed
what Colin Turnbull called an "asymmetrical
symbiosis ."1 To facilitate trade relations the
pygmies took part in village ceremonies, and.
1
2from time to time, worked for particular villages
(all of which the villagers regarded as satis-
factory acts of dependence)
, And yet the Mbuti were
able to partake in this "symbiosis- without com-
promising their fundamental allegiance to and
belief in the forest world. "The essence of the
relationship of Pygmie to villagers, marked as it
is by outward acceptance of the village way of
life when in the village, is the unalterable and
increasing opposition to the nonforest world
expressed implicitly in the forest ritual ."2
That is, when in the village. Pygmies outwardly
became model villagers, but essentially, no matter
where they were, they were people of the forest.
This protective mimicry allowed them to coexist
profitably with another intractable, and osten-
sibly dominant, culture without having to per-
manently yield any beliefs or ways they cherished.
*
This following study is dedicated to both the conviction
that the future teachers of the second anecdote could profit
from the lesson implicit in the story of the Hopi children,
and to the hope that the Mbuti Pygmie might one day be able
to express themselves freely, without disguise, in the
village as well as the forest.
There is a “village" and a “forest," so to speak, in
every multi-cultural situation and, to varying degrees, a
cultural mix in every classroom in America. Therefore, it
becomes exceedingly important for teachers to be acquainted,
as much as possible, with all of the separate manifestations
CHAPTER II
BARRIERS
In the "communications age," there is so much infor-
mation to be passed on that it is doubtful whether a person
could learn it all. As a result, formal schools have been
established in an attempt to sift this vast sort of informa-
tion and to present to our young people the most important,
the most useful, in preparing them for the future. But what
we, as teachers, must always understand is the fact that no
matter how we cut the "informational pie" what we are
handing our learners is a slice of culture. Thus any
instructional decision (even the most minute) is based on
what cne person or one groups feels is important; and this
in turn ie baeed on the cultural and experiental background
of the decision maker. Hence, a potential barrier is
created. In addition, since cultures are constantly chang-
ing, any cultural behavior or value may be different for
adults than it will be for their children or grandchildren.
Yet educational theorists often arrive at a descrip-
tion of a cross-cultural, or non-white middle class, child
14
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which is little more than a list of deficiencies attribu-
table only to a white middle class adult. The theorist
observors often do not expose, as they might, the living
components of a different yet valid system of values and
behaviors guiding the life of the child (both in and out of
school)
.
This paper attempts to shift our previous field of
vision to a new vantage point, taking for granted that in
most classrooms students will have a range of values and
behaviors which differ slightly or greatly from those of
other students in the class, the individual who is teaching,
and/or from the learning institution in which the student
is being taught. If these individual differences of the
student are shared by a larger group of his own (that of
family, friends, community), and if two or more such groups
(cultures or sub-cultures) are involved, we have a multi-
cultural classroom. Moreover, since this thesis assumes
that each of these different behavior or value systems are
to be respected equally and that by the time a person
enters school he is an advanced student in them, it is
the unresolved gap between the expectations of a child and
the expectations of the school that may prevent awareness
of any potential cultural coalition. If most sets of
16
cultural expectations could be made clear in a classroom
then it might be possible for teachers and students to join
forces in order to assist one another in understanding these
various cultural expectations.
Reasons why sets of cultural expectations are not
freely and routinely exposed and understood in our schools
are many and call for, at this time, a side excursion into
the nature of culture in general. For example, how did
American society arrive at a multi-cultural state and at
the same time not recognize its presence under its own
educated nose—did the fire simply go out under the "melting
pot" when our backs were turned? And speaking of culture,
how did any of us receive it? Better still, what is
culture?
If some of these basic questions can be answered,
perhaps we will draw closer to when and where the barriers
and gulfs between various cultural expectations first were
formed for schools as well as students.
Culture
i
Dear Readers
If you and I were sitting in a circle of people
on the prairie, and if I were then to place a painted
17
drum or an eagle feather in the middle of this circle
each of us would perceive these objects differently.
'
Our vision of them would vary according to our indi-
vidual positions in the circle, each of which would
be unique.
Our personal perceptions of these objects would
also depend upon much more than just the different
positions from which we looked upon them. For
example, one or more of us might suffer from color
blindness, or from weak eye sight. Either of these
two physical differences would influence our per-
ceptions of the objects.
There are levels of perspectives we must con-
sider when we try to understand our individual
perceptions of things, or when we try to relate
our own perceptions to those of our brothers or
sisters. Every single one of our previous life
experiences will affect in some way the mental
perspective from which we see the world around us.
An individual's personality is formed by at least
three things: his genetic heredity, the physical environ-
ment in which he lives (starting with the family), and the
culture into which he was born. Yet culture is so strong
a force that it may influence or modify the other two
elements which shape the individual: it may even in the
end determine the way a person perceives his physical
environment and uses his genetic heredity.
Culture—the life ways of a group of people which is
transferred from one generation to the next—consists of a
pattern of behavior and values and forms of technology
which are both arbitrarily and--for the members themselves-
18
Internally consistent on the whole* Cultures exist in a
variety of forms
, change over time and influence one another
to a variety of degrees* (a number of different cultural
traditions can exist together under the umbrella of a common
social-economic system, as in fact they do in the United
States today.)
While all peoples have certain basic physical and
psychological needs* food, warmth, emotional and intellec-
tual satisfaction? various cultures have found strikingly
different ways of fully satisfying these needs* For example,
there are many different kinds of things to eat, all of
which satisfy the universal need for food* The food people
eat depends upon the way their culture perceives what
their environment has to offer* On the continent of India,
there are cows, but people go hungry because they do not
perceive a cow as "food" any more than people in middle
class white America perceive dogs as "food*" In both cases,
value systems do not assign these animals as food sources*
Value systems are fundamental to culture, and can transcend
physical needs and environmental resources.
Although the ways of fulfilling any basic need vary
widely among different cultural groups, all cultures are
generally consistent for the members within them* That is.
19
the different elements of any given culture often work
together and reinforce each other. So the Indian's
refusal to see cattle as food reinforces a powerful reli-
gious tradition. Many Americans' refusal to see dogs as
food is reflected in the social positions dogs hold in
many homes, as well as being reinforced by the vestige of
a tradition in which dogs were enormously important sources
of protection and direction for early American settlers.
The native American practice of hunting for only what they
can eat is reinforced by the belief that man and nature can
co-exist only with the upmost respect for one another. So
while to many Americans the sight of a starving Hindu
Indian beside sacred cattle (which is consistent with the
Indian's belief in reincarnation) appears absurd, an Ameri-
can confessing his sins to another in a closed booth (which
is consistent with his understanding of salvation) may seem
equally illogical, myopic, and fruitless to a Hindu Indian.
Pure logical consistency, if such a thing exists beyond
theory, is not the organizing principle of culture. Per-
haps the proper analogy is the difference between the unity
of an equation and the unity of an art form.
Despite the case that can be made for how elements
of any culture work together harmoniously, cultures are
20
also never completely coneistent. even for the member,
within them. The internel inconsistency of our own
"democracy" where some groups are more "equal" than other,
is a glaring example. Another case is the mores of many
Americans concerning cruelty to animals which do not extend
to cattle or sheep, or pigs, or chickens or vivisection in
the name of science generally. In addition, since cultural
values and behaviors are static and change at different
rates, a section of one culture may hold very different
values than others. That is, while a given set of American
adult values hold that certain kinds of physical behaviors
are simply "not done, " the same condemned values or
behaviors are "done" by many of their own children as a
matter of equally thoughtful conviction.
Another important dimension of culture is that it
goes beyond codifying behavior for present and future
generations; "More than ... a series of habits and
patches of exotic customs, of ways of learning a livelihood,
or of being clothed or adorned • . , culture is a particu-
lar way of shaping the mind." In other words, a person's
culture can shape his very perception of objective reality
as well as satisfy his basic physical needs. As we have
noted, cultures may make one group see a dog as "pet" while
other people see the exact same animal as "food.
k3A<3uag g>
Another good example of how a culture may selectively
shape portions of reality by channeling perception—therby
creating barriers to members of other cultures—can be seen
in language. In all human languages there are certain rules
which determine the forms of speech used to express certain
ideas. In English, for example, we usually are given a
linguistic signal as to when an event occurred. Every sen-
tence must have a verb and verbs, with alight variations,
can only be expressed in past, present or future tense. Yet
there are languages where no such time sense is explicit.
Unlike verbs in English, the Hopi language, for example,
does not demand a built-in statement about time. A Hopi
partitions the world quite differently than the English
past, present, and future.
They divide the world into ... the manifest and
the nonmanifest. The manifest "tense” has abso-
lutely nothing to say about the present, last
week or a decade since. It “is.” Everything
that one wishes, knows, but does not see, such
as religious ideas, are categorized together with
the future in the non-manifest. In this case, one
can immediately see how wrong it would be to say
that some religious expectations should be
describe
in the future tense for the Hopii that
would je
22
9
seeing it in ouy terms. Rather, certain religious
phenomena are unmanifested and therefore are so
indicated grammatically. There is also another
Hopi tense for things that are constant and
immutable in the world. Therefore, they have
manifest-mutable, manifest-immutable and
nonmanifest. It is as good a way of dividing up
the world as is [ours]....3
Yet when members of the two cultures try to communicate with-
out knowledge of both cultural visions involved, intra
cultural perceptions can become extra cultural barriers.
A similar point can be made about the way languages
deal with the conception of space. The notion of space
created in English is in many ways very unique. Many peoples
do not see space in a dimensional (three or four) way at
all. They see it in terms of social relationships, time,
and effort. For example, in Western African "Tiv language,
the word cha. which is usually translated “far" has three
referents: it is far when you go some place if it takes
a long time to get there; it is far if the distance is
great; and it is far if you go into am area where you are
a stranger.**
4
The belief that people break up their language and
thus their whole culture into different bits of reality
is known as the Worf-Sapir hypothesis. Developed by a
language professor at Yale and an insurance man from
23
Hartford, Connecticut, this theory states that as people
learn their language codes, they learn different categories
of reality. Worf-Sapir defines language as a two-edged
sword. One edge allows people to cut through a morass of
sensation and communicate ideas, but the other edge fashions
arbitrary units and interlocking unions of them that imprison
the mind within a single mode of perception. In other words,
the fact that English divides elements into two big
grammatical categories, things (nouns, pronouns) , and quali-
ties (verbs, adjectives and adverbs) relates directly to
the fact that our culture may see the entire universe as
things and qualities.
One of the best examples of the fact that cultures
define their worlds differently through their languages can
be revealed by examining some of the problems that arise in
translation. In Japanese, for example, a writer cannot use
direct quotations without indicating the relative social
rank of the person involved through a verb ending. If you
were translating the Bible into Japanese, what verb ending
would you use where Christ addressed the masses, or his
5
disciples?
24
Cultural Transmission
Clearly no Individual is born with any particular
world view. Culture is learned, not innate, and people
learn the particular behaviors and values of their cultures
in a myriad of ways at a variety of times in their lives.
Furthermore, since cultures change and people sometimes
affect the direction of what they will learn. Yet how they
affect it too depends upon their cultural heritage and
tradition.
In looking at how cultures are transmitted, several
new terms need to be defined (and simplified) from at this
time the field of educational anthropology: "education,
"
"schooling, " "enculturation, " "socialization, " "acculturation, "
"ethnocentrisra, " and "cultural relativity." For the purposes
of this paper, "education" will be defined as by Leis as
"the total process of learning that extends to all organisms
whose behaviors are shaped by some form of learning adapta-
,
6
tion to their environment rather than by heredity alone.
Since a given culture cannot be genetically transferred, all
societies educate their young. But "schooling, " the for-
malized procedure for learning, is not found in every
society. As Mead has pointed out, in some societies
25
education only proceeds informally outside specific insti-
tutions. "Enculturation " and “socialisation" can be
defined by drawing a parallel between them and culture
and society respectively. To wit, "if society is con-
ceptualized as a set of patterned interactions, and culture
as a system of symbols,—and for human societies the empiri-
cal referents of one cannot exist without the other—then
socialization is the process of learning how to behave in
a particular society and enculturation is the process of
0
acquiring a world view. For example, acquiring a belief
that woman’s work should be in the home would be encultura-
tion, while the specific behavior patterns involved in how
to vacuum, bake a cake, or make beds are those of socializa-
tion. "Acculturation" is the process of learning the
behavior patterns of a second, and often dominant, culture.
The distinction between all three terms begins, of course,
to blur in the real world, for, like all definitions, they
are no more than useful abstractions distilled from the
g
complex "processes that humanize individuals."
Socialization and enculturation and acculturation
are the implements, the transformers by which people are
metamorphasized into members of a society, or a culture.
They are the processes by which some babies are turned
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into Australian Aborigines, instead of American Indians,
or Black Americans. In short, they are the processes by
which people learn to define situations and values in
accordance with certain cultural prescriptions.
They are also the processes by which people could
learn to value the enormous range of separate cultural
traditions. Por while most cultures engender the perspec-
tive known as ethnocentricsm—it is also possible to teach
cultural pluralism, to teach that all cultural behaviors
are rich and useful if we only know enough about them.
As mentioned above, cultures are transmitted at a
variety of times and in a variety of settings to different
effects. And all people have basic needs which range from
food, clothing, and shelter to intellectual and emotional
satisfactions. The satisfaction of the first group (food,
clothing, shelter) depends highly on the resources at hand,
and the cultural technologies available, and may change
rapidly upon exposure to cultures more "advanced** techno-
logically. The satisfaction of the second group, however,
depends heavily on the human interactions of the indi-
vidual in a community. Colin Turnbull’s discoveries
concerning the Ik tribe, for example, supports an assertion
that the needs for food, clothing, and shelter are most
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important in that they must be met before the needs for
10
respect, esteem, or love. (Perhaps we need not wonder
why hunger people all over the world often do not pursue
political freedom, higher education or the like with the
vigor of those who have such luxuries.) In light of this,
it is easy to see why technological innovations (such as
increased yield farming, overland travel, communications
systems) often spread with such speed all over the world.
These innovations bring cultural changes that make the
business of feeding, clothing, and sheltering the group
much easier. Thus, acculturation in the technological
aspects of a different culture may occur quite readily.
And since technological innovations demand an explanation
in terms of the culture, they may also slowly work small
changes in the value constructs of the culture.
Yet because the values of a group of people depend
on the human environment, changes in the subjective aspect
of culture usually occur much more slowly. Since
children s
earliest forms of physical and emotional security are
provided by their families, these first years have a
crucial impact on further socialization, enculturation,
or
attempts at acculturation. Moreover, people
rely highly
on their families and friends in a local
community for the
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respect and esteem that they need as an individual, and,
therefore, generally operate well within the value con-
structs laid out by their group. Furthermore, since many
explanations of the way the world works are equally worthy
(i.e. scientific, aesthetic, religious, humanistic, meta-
physical, even hedonistic), cultures tend to retain their
own unique world views. So, if incorporating a technological
aspect of one culture requires a fundamental shift in
another's cultural values, it may be less easily acculturated.
In addition, settings are an important variable. As
noted earlier, schooling is not a form of education common
to all cultures. In many cases, all learning proceeds
informally outside any particular institution. Most American
schooling is a product of only one of a number of cultural
traditions which exist within our society. Its curricular
content and instructional methodologies are also particular
to selected elements of a single tradition.
Although the schools are not the only locus of
m
"socialization” after five, they do have a pronounced
effect on a child's knowledge of technologies and his
values. They further define the nature of right and wrong,
a person's relationship to his peers and his social/sexual
role identification. They are, for some, a major
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socialization* enculturation, and acculturation agent for
the selected aspects of the selected cultural tradition they
promote consciously or unconsciously. The effects of one
of these forces is reason enough alone to take a close look
at some of the ways in which schools affect our children.
Cultural Mix in the Classroom
The different kinds of values and behaviors that
comingle in any given classroom may span a wide range: from
language patterns to attitudes towards aggression* competi-
tion* love and affection. And the conflicts between an
aspect of the subcultures of any particular class group and
those of the adult middle class views which contribute to
running the schools may be obvious—as when pupils speak
an entirely different language, or subtle—as when black
students speak a sub-dialect of English, or when pupils
covertly accept sexual mores "immoral " to their parents (as
well as to those who write their textbooks). The first case
may appear to call for teaching an entirely new language*
and the second and third an attempt to "raise" the "sub-
standard" dialect or value system to the standard "schoolish"
dialect or "moral" adult value system. But should we not
reflect on the possibility that the barriers or problems
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involved are innocently derived and not ones merely result-
ing from students who are willfully ignorant, lazy, hostile,
or are taking a pleasurable way at striking out against
authority?
Furthermore, the above "obvious/subtle " distinctions
are rarely simple or easy to detect. Often it is a situa-
tion combining a complex pattern of long standing with what
this paper would characterize as a blind spot in a teacher's
own cultural scope. For example, this author spent one
summer working on an Indian reservation, and, when September
came, asked an incoming teacher who had taught first grade
for 13 years in Indian schools how she liked teaching Indian
children. She answered, "Well, to tell you the truth, those
children are either very stupid or little liars. Every year,
I get a group who come in and tell me that some other child
is their brother or sister, and they turn out to be their
cousin. Some of them don't even know the differences
between their mothers and their aunts. Of course, they ail
do live in the same house.... " In other words, after
13 years, this teacher was still unaware that kinship
ter-
minology was not used by Indian children in the same way
that her own children would. English terms which many
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Americans use to designate relationship to other people,
for example, tell us something about our particular
behaviors and cultural values, not our biology.
The very same was true for this group of Indian
children.
These particular students had one terra in their native
language that covered all those people of their generation
related to them through their mother. They translated them
into similar English terms, "brother" or "sister, " They had
another term for all those women who were related by blood
and of the same generation as their biological mother.
Again, in translation, they found the English word "mother"
to be the most similar to their own term, so they used it
to designate a name for this group of people.
Strange? Hardly. It i9 merely one example of cross-
cultural behavior being mistaken for cultural deprivation.
Like many other members of American society, this author's
behavior provides an example which parallels that of the
Indian children, for most of us call a group of women
related through their blood relationships to either our
mother or fathers, 0£ through their marriage to certain
blood relationships of our mothers and fathers by one terra
—
"aunt." It is also common for some of us to extend this
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term to women of our parents* generation who are their
close friends. Thus, the term "aunt" is no more "logical"
than the Indian children's use of "brother" and "sister."
It is simply an accurate reflection of a similar value and
attitude held towards a group of people at a given point in
time.
What the reservation teacher did not discover, and
what all of us teachers should realize, is that different
cultures divide reality—or that "informational pie"—into
different categories—linguistic, for one—which may appear
deceptively similar to standard adult white middle class
categories. But we should not eliminate these divisions
because they are barriers—the obstacles can be bypassed by
simply understanding how the other categories function.
Take some other exampless in current slang, the word
"bad" can mean "good, " or "down" can mean "together,
" which
in turn has multiple new definitions. (Perhaps it was when
our generation first discovered "cat" could mean a human
being that we began to rely on context as well as the dic-
tionary.) If a fictitious child grew up in a community
which used the words "bad" and "down" with only their
newest connotations operating and then entered a public
school drawing from many communities, how would he react
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if his principal, a symbol of the school's values, told
him his teacher was “down" on him because he was a "bad"
boy for fighting with another child? What would he think
if, in addition, aggressive behavior and winning fights were
highly valued by his peer group? Pure fiction? Most
teachers might say, "pure fact!"
The Teacher as Barrier
Reasons why we rarely seek or find solutions to
barriers between school and student are, unfortunately, yet
another set of cultural barriers to accepting a culturally
pluralistic world view. The sad fact is that we, as teachers,
sometimes contribute to the lack of any curriculum content
and instructional procedures guided by more than a token
acceptance of the variety of cultures which make up our
society. Ironically, teachers would be among the first
beneficiaries of a new approach, new curricula, and method-
ology. But this apparent paradox disappears when we realize
that, traditionally, white middle class culture, of which
many of us teachers are members in good standing, like
most cultures, has not recognized different ways of doing
things as legitimate cultural behaviors and values.
Incongruous behavior patterns and values have been regarded
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as signs of deprivation. The culture itself has produced
dilemmas which teachers internalize and which become a part
of teachings barriers which live deep in the fibre of
America's dominant culture's social and political thought.
One dilemma is that American democracy promotes the
notion of individual freedom and opportunities while sys-
tematically insisting that all individuals should look, and
act as the majority dictates. Alex do Tocqueville noted
this phenomenon over a century ago:
America is ... a free country in which, lest any-
body should be hurt by your remarks, you are
not allowed to speak freely of private individuals
or of the state, of the citizens or of the
authorities, of a public or of private undertakings,
or, in short, of anything at all, except, perhaps,
the climate and the soil; and even then Americans
will oe found ready to defend both....
I know of no country in which there is so little
independence of mind and real freedom of dis-
cussion as in America. ••
De Tocqueville spoke of this tyranny of the majority
and noted that a great danger in American life was in its
strength, its democracy, which elevated the individual but
which simultaneously insisted that every individual conform
to some majority norm. With more than a note of prophecy
he said, "If ever the free institutions of America are
destroyed, that even may be attributed to the omnipotence
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of the majority, which may at some future time urge the
minorities to desperation and oblige them to have recourse
12to physical force."
Thus, de Tocqueville pointed to a dilemma we teachers
have inherited: there is freedom in America, but at the
same time there is pressure to be "free" only in a certain
way, as defined by the "majority."
This dilemma runs through mainstream American history,
creating a barrier for teachers. Teddy Roosevelt expressed
the dilemma in his desire that there be no "hyphenated
Americans." He was concerned that the new arrivals to
American shores be properly "Americanized": "we must
Americanize the newcomers to our shores in every way, in
speech, in political ideas and principles ...." 13 it was
the schools who, according to Roosevelt, should take on
the responsibility for insuring that there would be no
"German-Americans, " no "Italian-Araericans, " etc., for he
believed that freedom meant freedom to be all-American, with
no "foreign" hyphens inserted.
Of course, this "dilemma" has produced suffering,
especially in schools in those communities where the
possibility of really being like the majority was non-
existent. No red, brown, or black person can "look"
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all-American*
More recently, Louis Hartz has explored this barrier
which we teachers carry with a new twist. Hartz suggests
that by claiming that all people are "equal, " America’s
dominant cultural tradition must then either make all people
equal to some majority standard, or consider them less than
human as a way of dealing with differences that may not, or
can not, be eliminated. Thus, the Black American has often
been considered "property," or a "lower animal." Psycho-
logically speaking, Hartz believes this makes it possible
to continue to believe in equality for all human beings,
while at the same time supporting a system which an out-
sider might consider unjust. Everything is fine so long
as the Black can be viewed as "property" or the American
14
Indian as "savage."
In this example we can begin to see both how demo-
cratic institutions may maintain a belief in themselves
despite some deep contradictions, and how great a philo-
sophical barrier may be created for teachers. It helps
to explain why we in American public schools often teach
about democracy and ignore the potential of cultural
pluralism. A real dilemma in one of America’s dominant
cultural traditions may lead teachers to treat those
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classroom situations this author has been calling "multi-
cultural 1* as the meeting of two unequal groups s one rich
in custom and progressing toward the way humankind ought
ideally to behave, the others impoverished, aberrant, and
ill fated. Thus to varying degrees, innocently or not, and
however well intended, teaching in cross-cultural classrooms
has too often become an updated version of noblesse oblige .
This attitude, however subtly it may manifest itself, is
certainly one barrier to the potential rewards of cultural
pluralism.
Many teachers have had little or no opportunity to
become more than acquainted with the importance of multi-
cultural awareness. The result is not knowing what to
look for—even when to look. As we can see, much of a
teacher's previous experiences in his culture in general
0
and as a student in particular may only produce "tunnel
vision" with regard to a culturally mixed classroom. In
addition, what in retrospect, a teacher may conclude would
have helped him as a student could also be irrelevant in
teaching in his own classroom: what are the odds against
his younger self being interchangeable with a student a
decade or more later? This too is only one barrier waiting
in a long obstacle course
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With regard to a teacher *b biased learning of cul-
tural values as a student in the schools, Susan Keane
noted
:
Especially in the area of the social sciences,
curricula are very heavily value laden. Most ele-
mentary school social studies curricula state their
main objective to be the formation of loyal citizens
dedicated to democratic principles. As John
Jarolimek stated in Social Studies jji Elementary
Education. "The main objective of social studies is
the same as it is for the total school program--the
development of democratic citizens. The perpetua-
tion of our way of life, its values and ideals,
depends almost entirely on the success in educating
its members in democratic principles and action."
In reading through many social studies curricula,
both from elementary and secondary levels, I found
this to be true. Otto Dahlke in his study of the
sociology of the school makes the same observation.
He feels that the main theme in our schools today
is that, "Education should make children loyal
Americans. This should be the major function of
the schools and colleges in the country."
The virtues of the American value system are
frequently extolled more subtly, but no less as
strongly. I observed with surprise a control
objective in the Fort Wingate Social Studies cur-
riculum in the area of world geography, "to under-
stand how man has successfully conquered nature
and changed it for the purpose of his benefit."
Even in a curriculum where I would have thought
the authors would have considered carefully the
values they wished to impart to their students,
values peculiar to our American way of life are
still presented as fact.
There are many Indians who would protest
the idea that any human being is able to "con-
quer" nature as well as question how "successful"
man has been in his attempt to conquer. Indians
frequently point to the erosion of the soil and
the pollution of our water and air as evidence
that Americans have not been at all successful
in their attempt to conquer nature . 15
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During a teacher preparation course this author
attended in Educational Psychology, would-be teachers were
taught theories which strongly implied that the mother is
the only parent equipped and biologically disposed to care
for the preschool child, courses in nutrition taught in
high schools often conclude that only a bacon and eggs
breakfast equals nutritious eating. Even courses in
bilingual education often presume that the translation from
one language to another is nothing more than a search in
the second language for a set of English equivalents. In
summary, an apprentice teacher is often trained as if
certain white middle class standards are the proper expres-
sions of Human Nature. Therefore, any deviant behavior
becomes symptomatic of the unnatural, the unhealthy, or
the "counter productive." Yet the more one learns about
other type 8 of families, other ways of nutrition, and other
dialects and languages, the less morally singular and
naturally exclusive the elements of white middle class
culture we transmit in the classroom appears.
No wonder it is often difficult for us to divorce
from a moral context the cultural differences we discover
in our classrooms. It was not simply that all people drive
cars, use electric equipment, have indoor toilets, make
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regular doctor and dental appointments and eat bacon and
eggs for breakfast. We ourselves grew up learning these
were acts which "good and admirable" people perform. During
our informative years they were the outward signs of the
only culture at hand to provide standards by which behavior
may be judged. So years later, the well meaning teacher’s
job becomes simple i when one locates culturally incongruous
children, one teaches them the ways they "ought" to behave
for their own good. It has become a way of showing that we
care and the damage we do is hard to trace or detect so
there are few signs to warn us that we are increasing, not
solving, a problem for a child.
Furthermore, often it is believed that all poor people
share a culture that is "deprived" in the same ways. Yet
in a heterogenously cultural nation such as ours, many
distinct cultural traditions exist within a given economic
level. So not only do teachers enter their classrooms
unaware that they confront such a variety of legitimate
cultures—even if every student comes from a poor family--
but the teacher in self may be adding one more culture to
the confusion.
Partly because of philosophy, partly by geographical
and social separation, and partly by choice, we teachers
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may be able to justify our ignorance of other cultures which
confront us— if. we are aware of them—by what Wax, Wax, and
Dumont have termed a "vacuum ideology"* that is, the belief
in cultural deficiency and deprivation which ignores or
openly derogates different values and knowledge that students
17have previously acquired. And all the time the school's
conscience remains clear, it may even experience a twinge
of self-righteousness as it attempts to eliminate any cul-
tural "superstition," before the "real learning" takes place.
Yet as we will see in more detail later, the failure
to recognize a legitimate and meaningful rationale determin-
ing a student's incongruous behavior in school is harmful
in a variety of ways. For one, by classifying non-middle
class traits as lack of motivation or intelligence, many a
teacher's low expectations of pupil performance become a
self-fulfilling prophecy. The classic case of self-
perpetuating barriers* students who are treated as if
they are slow will slow down as students. So, in addition
to the deep, culturally-based differences that make it
extremely difficult to begin with for a child to learn in
an alien institution (the rigid expectations of "Standard
English" grammar being one prime culprit), our own attitude
may unwittingly convince children that they are not
capable
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capable of learning, even if they so desired. As Eleanor
Leacock discovered:
On the basis of observing classrooms in both black
and white schools it became apparent to me that
the projection of a middle class orientation to
life was not the major problem for poor and black
children. It was rather that a middle class atti-
tude toward them and their inferior status as
poor and black was being foisted upon them . 18
This attitude or barrier in turn becomes an all too
real form of institutional racism. Because many minority
cross cultural youths do not learn the skills expected of
“every child" as fast, they are channeled early on into the
slower groups, not by an institution which permits them to
continue being Indian, or Puerto Rican or Black, but by an
institution which helps solidify them as second class white
citizens.
It would be a mistake ... to conclude that ...
differences in language and teaching style cause
the child to be uneducable. What makes him appear
"uneducable" is his failure in an educational
system that is insensitive to the culturally
different linguistic and cognitive styles that he
brings to the classroom setting. [But to many
teachers] "Educability" ... is defined as a
specific middle-class mainstream behavior rather
than as the possession of universal processes
through which specific behaviors are channeled. ...
Because of the misconception of educability ...
educators create programs that are designed to
destroy an already functionally adequate system
of behavior * 18
Havighurt and Fuchs provide statistical support for
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these assertions which follow below. 20
TABLE 1: TEST SCORES OF MINORITY GROUP CHILDREN
Grade Level Behind White Students of
Non-Metropolitan Areas
Minority
Group
Grade Verbal
Ability
Reading
Achievement
Math
Achievement
Indian 6 1.3 1.8 1.8
Mexican American 6 1.6 2.2 1.7
Negro 6 1.5 1.8 1.9
Puerto Rican 6 2.5 2.8 2.3
Oriental American 6 0.5 0.7 0.7
Indian 9 1.4 1.9 2.1
Mexican American 9 1.6 2.2 2.3
Negro 9 1.9 2.6 2.5
Puerto Rican 9 2.2 2.9 3.1
Oriental American 9 0.3 0.5 0.1
Indian 12 2.5 2.6 3.0
Mexican American 12 2.5 2.7 3.2
Negro 12 2.8 2.8 4.3
Puerto Rican 12 2.7 3.1 3.9
Oriental American 12 0.6 1.0 0.0
Source: Coleman, Eaualitv of Educational Opportunity.
This author's point is that schools do not always
accept that cultural variety and change is a healthy given.
But like it or not, society is composed of these interacting
clusters of distinguishable, strong traditions, and because
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of constant change within those communities, the values
and behaviors of the younger and older generations may also
differ. So with all this cultural variety and flux that is
present within many classrooms, it is a wonder that the
culture of the school system has been able to keep the lid
on. Still there are forces from directions other than the
teacher Which must also be reckoned with and which help pro-
vide the answer.
Curricula as Barrier
First, the biased presentation of values and attitudes
fostered by ethnocentric school texts is easily documented.
For example, in the words of the Senate subcommittee report
("Indian Educations A National Tragedy—A National Challenge")
s
"It is a history which calls an Indian victory a massacre and
a U.S. loss an heroic defeat. It is a history which makes
heroes and pioneers of gold miners who seized Indian land,
killed whole bands and families and took What they wanted.
It is a history which equates Indians and wild animals and
2
1
uses the term 'savages* as a synonym for 'Indian."'
The exposure of how Black, Puerto Rican, Mexican
American, migrant and numerous other ethnic or otherwise
culturally different groups have been excluded from, or
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distorted within, the curriculum of schools has been made
with increasing force in recent years. An equally important
barrier to the best kind of education in this country is
the exclusion of the real contributions of women to history
and cultures.
Humanities courses have traditionally assumed
that man (meaning male) is the measure of all
things. In history, one studies the position of
women in different cultures and periods, but never
men, because the male role in society and the
activities of prominent men are seen as history
itself. The very language of history texts bear
this out. Discussions of colonial America, for
example, treat the early landowners and pioneers
in exclusively male terms, ignoring the fact that
single women also journeyed to the New World, took
title to land, and set up farms, plantations, and
businesses
.
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Ignoring cultural pluralism as a value, suppressing
the reality of the multi-cultural situation and equating a
selected group of middle class behaviors and values with
human kind's innate self, has helped few children achieve
in school. More important, "Higher Learning" has not come
to grips with the injustice of measuring "achievement" by
those middle class standards which are ethnocentric.
The Community as Barrier
And, finally, it is important to understand that
judgments of cultural deprivation and rigid expectations for
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the schools that must alleviate it are not shared by the
teachers and their world alone. After decades of frustra-
tion and what in this context amounts to propaganda, many
members of cross-cultural ethnic communities have also been
convinced that their ways are less important, that the only
chance for their children is to be educated in—or converted
to—the white middle class school system. In a 1956 study
of the Fort Berthold Indian reservation, Edward Bruner noted
the following conversation between an Indian man and his wife.
Marie: My mother used to tell us kids about Indian
ways but we learned English first, and I never
picked up Hidatsa good.
Oliver (directing his remarks to me) : When kids are
brought up to speak Hidatsa they have a hard time
in school. I learned Hidatsa and Mandan first,
both together, and then English in school. And I
had a tough time of it at Marty (an off reserva-
tion boarding school). I felt out of place there.
My kids will be brought up to speak English,
strictly English.
Marie: But they are Indians and its in them and
they will learn Indian.
Oliver (in an impatient tone to his wife): I don't
care if they never learn to speak Indian. The
Indian language don't get them no place or anything
higher. (Oliver turned to me.) I want my kids to
get an education and make a good living some day.
They'll have to mix among whites and go to school
among the whites outside. For their own good, not
for ray good, I want them to mix with whites....
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Saddest of all, the belief that Indians roust have a
white middle class education (that it is simply too hard to
be Indian, M or part of any other ethnic minority group) is
not confined to parents. The two books most popular with
children on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation (measured
by library records in 1968) were about the difficulty of
being an Indian. One, Jenny *b Mandan Bowl , was about a
young girl who is ashamed of being Indian, the other, Carol
Blue Wing, was about a teenage girl who returns from boarding
school to spend a summer on the reservation. Both are based
on true stories. The following quotes are based on a lesson
sheet used by a sixth grade teacher, Charlotte Hall, in 1968.
From Jenny * s Mandan Bowl :
An Indian grandmother talks to her grandson
about his sister.
"Jenny was not ashamed. Grandson. She is not
used to talking in front of people the way white
children are."
"But I think she was ashamed of being an
Indian too. Grandmother. Is it bad to be an
Indian?" Billy asked.
Grandmother was silent for a long time. Then
she spoke. "Once it was very good to be an Indian.
It was good to be a Mandan. The Mandan s liked to
live in peace with the white men. White traders
liked our ways and came to live among us. Now it
is hard. White people do not like Indian ways.
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Children have to learn white ways* I am
old. I do not have to learn. I will stay here
all the rest of my life."
"I think Indian ways are best, " said Billy.
"I am going to learn them.”
"Your father learned white ways. I think
you will too."
And, from Carol Blue wine
Then she thought of a very important thing i
Indian queens were supposed to be graceful dancers
of the old dances. That would defeat her in the
competition. It would be safe for her to be a
candidate. Her dance would defeat her at once.
But suppose ...
The judges were not usually Indians. They
knew little or nothing about dancing. She might
win!
Then she would go to Sheridan, Wyoming, to
the All American Indian Days.
Then suppose ...
If she won. Publicity!
Newspapers! Television! Pictures! Public
Appearances!
Carol Blue Wing, Miss Indian America!
Identification for all time with a world not
greatly admired by non Indian America.
What had her mother said? White people
liked historical Indians but did not like modern
Indians as well.
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Carol had made up her mind.
Resolutely she went to the telephone..., "Tell
Ben," Carol said, "that I cannot be a queen candidate ."24
Moreover, the difficulty of overcoming this particular
cultural blockade within schools, and thus discovering the
full resources of our multi-cultural population, is not
confined to ethnic peoples who no longer feel that essential
pride in a separate cultural identity. For people of many
(sub) cultures, school itself, good or bad, is defined very
rigidly. Like an old superstition whose meaning is lost,
many students insist upon a rigidity of form. Harry Wol-
cott’s example of a Kwakiutl Indian school where students
resisted all his overtures for change, raises points which
go beyond the obstacles to teaching strictly in Indian
communities.
... ray pupils ... held very rigid expectations
about the activities they considered appropriate
for school work. Insistence on attention to the
three R*s constituted the only legitimate kind of
demand which the pupils both expected and accepted
on part of their teacher. Their notion of an ideal
classroom was one in which pupils were busily
engaged in highly repetitive but relatively easy
assignments for long periods of time.... Their
notion of an ideal teacher ... was of a person who
meted out assignments but not explanations, a
person who had an infinite supply of worksheets
and tasks but who never asked a pupil to engage
in an exercise he could not already perform. The
only favors or rewards expected of a teacher were
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in the distribution of coveted materials (crayons,
water colors ••• ), the allocation of prestige posi-
tions (attendance monitor..,), and the rationing
of school "fun" ("free time," art periods ...).
Although their basal readers and the accompany-
ing workbooks were difficult, dull, and pedantic,
the pupils were never satisfied that they were
"having reading" unless these readers were before
them.... My attempts to relate social studies to
their own lives made them uncomfortable both
because they perceived this as prying and because
I did not depend on textbooks in ray approach. ...
In short, my pupils had very specific expectations
for the formal purposes of school, they generally
hated school as defined by these expectations, and
they refused to have their expectations modified.
They disliked school and that is just how they
liked it. 2 5
Conclusion
It might be of interest to note at this time that
the concept of separate cultural visions causing barriers
between peoples is one that is confined neither to this
century nor to anthropologists and educators. For example,
I answered, that I came over the sea, from
a far place, with many others of my own kind, in
a great hollow vessel made of the bodies of
trees.... It was with some difficulty, and by the
help of many signs, that I brought him to under-
stand me. He replied, that I must needs be
mistaken or that I "said the thing which was
not." ... He knew it was impossible that there
could be a country beyond the sea, or that a
parcel of brutes could move a wooden vessel
whither they pleased upon the water.
When this author's high school class first read
this
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passage from Sulliver *s Travels, we were told that Swift
was using "overstatement, " a fiction writer's technique,
to achieve his effects of humor and satire. This author
now finds it difficult to concede this passage as overstate*-
ment. Not only is truth often as strange as fiction, but it
can impress one just as "overstated. " Both Gulliver and
his Houyhnhnm companion can now be regarded as rather
commonplace victims of cultural barriers. Perhaps a better
example would be to put fact and fiction back-to-back, to
see, if possible, which is the most pronounced illustration
of a cultural barrier:
I got upon a height, and looking on every side
into the sea, fancied I saw a small island, towards
the northeast: I took out my pocket-glass, and
could then clearly distinguish it about five leagues
off, as I computed; but it appeared to the Houyhnhnm
to be only a blue cloud: for as he had no conception
of any country beside his own, so he could not be as
expert in distinguishing remote objects at sea as we
who so much converse in that element . 27
When Kenge topped the rise, he stopped dead.
Every smallest sign of mirth suddenly left his face.
He opened his mouth but could say nothing. He moved
his head and eyes slowly and unbelievingly. Down
below us, on the far side of the hill, stretched
mile after mile of rolling grasslands, a lush, fresh
green with an occasional shrub or tree standing out
like a sentinel into a sky that had suddenly become
brilliantly clear. And beyond the grassland was
Lake Edward—a huge expanse of water disappearing
into the distance, a river without banks, without
end. It was like nothing Kenge had ever seen before
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The largest stretch of water in his experience was
what he had seen when we had stood, like Stanley,
at the confluence of the Lenda and the ituri. On
the plains, animals were grazing everywhere
—
a
small herd of elephants to the left, about twenty
antelope staring curiously at us from straight
ahead, and down to the right a gigantic herd of about
a hundred and fifty buffalo. But Kenge did not seem
to see them. ...
Kenge could not believe they were the same moun-
tains that we had seen from the forest? there they
had seemed just like large hills to him. I tried to
explain what the snow was—he thought it was some
kind of white rock. Henri said that it was water
that turned color when it was high up, but Kenge
wanted to know why it didn’t run down the mountain-
side like any other water. When Henri told him it
also turned solid at that height, Kenge gave him a
long steady look and said, "Bongo yako " ("You liar!")
With typical Pygmy philosophy, he accepted what
he could not understand and turned his back on the
mountains to look more closely at what lay all
around him. He picked up a handful of grass, tasted
it and smelled it. 2Q
So, we are faced with a series of barriers often
erected by all present in the classroom. They are deeply
rooted human blockades to incorporating the value of cul-
tural pluralism. By assuming that students who have
different cultures are without valid culture, many schools
may fail to teach these pupils because they do not build
on their students* previous learning experiences. In this
way, schools merge into a larger system of institutional
racism. And, on the other hand, through refusing to allow
anything but a very narrow definition of "school, " some
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ethnic communities make it doubly difficult for schools to
incorporate change*
What is now a clash of cultures resulting either in
smoldering hostility, uneasy conversion, or stark alienation
might well end up being a productive use of those diverse
cultural resources in the classroom and a new definition of
a "well educated" human being as well. But before that can
occur, this thesis offers a fuller description of what results,
from the subtly insidious to the openly violent, these
collisions of cultures may produce. This additional evi-
dence in our "Case for Cultural Pluralism" may, temporarily,
only add to whatever confusion or sense of cultural disorien-
tation that may have been created by this chapter, but not
only is it critical to fully realize what we are up against,
but it is, as Thoreau once discovered on a moonless night
astray from his well worn path*
"Not until we are lost, in other words, not till we
have lost our world, do we begin to find ourselves, and
realize where we are and the infinite extent of our
29
relations
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CHAPTER HI
IN THE LABYRINTH
Barrier Meets Barrier
To anyone who thinks he has confronted cultural block-
ades of this kind, the reality of the examples cited in
the last chapter are clear enough. But what can you do when
faced with the multiple barriers plus the results of their
interaction? In the midst of this confusion, how can one
recognize the proper moment for "cultural translation" and
then use the "right language" for all concerned? To take
a simple situation: what if our students speak only Spanish
or Portuguese, is it enough to introduce a bilingual
classroom? — How do we know the right language for them to
speak, or hear, at a given moment? Or, what does one do
if, like the Indian children of the previous example,
students continue to make "mistakes" in translating from
one linguistic category to another? Assuming that "barrier
elimination" is our first step toward understanding, what
is the best way to discover the basis for "mistakes"?
Should we teara-teach assisted by a "standard" English
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speaking representative from all cultures present? (Can
the U.N. lend us their “simultaneous translators” and a
few extra chairs?) with just these obstacles alone facing
the class, can we teach them effectively?
The result of barriers is to cause our number one
dilemma: the social and political alienation of the student
group from the school which is supposed to serve them. Yet
might we not ask what purpose the school as an educational
institution serves if it does not transmit through the
present morass of cultural interaction an accurate picture
of the current dangers and potential rewards of our multi-
cultural society in order to prepare them for the future
in their world?
\
Since, as noted in the last chapter, the technologi-
cal products of culture are adopted much more readily than
values, we may see in our school a group of people who all
ride in automobiles, go to movies, use washing machines,
and talk on telephones. Yet in no way should this indicate
to us as teachers that this same group aspires of wealth,
gets satisfaction out of working, or has any particular
religious ideals. It would be mistaking the tip for the
whole iceberg beneath.
This difference between appearance and reality
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becomes critical to the teacher on the Indian reservation,
or in the Black ghetto, with the teacher of a group of
Mexican Americans or migrant children, as well as to
schools confronting the difficulties of educating a young
wfai-t© middle class generation in a changing American culture*
So, more specifically, we must know how to proceed
if John Crow-Flies-High refuses to play baseball on a team
opposite Nathan Little-Soldier, when D. a. Jones brings a
knife to class, when Rita Hernandez arrives in third grade
and still speaks only Spanish, when Sharon Jackson says she
wants to be a firechief when she grows up, or when Connie
Selmark, a child whose parents are migrant workers, comes to
class for a week every other month? These are situations
we might be able to turn to everyone’s advantage—not merely
"face"—for these are not "special problems*" They are
simply some of the more dramatic symptoms of the challenges
inherent in cross-cultural education*
But, when we try to respond knowledgeably and sym-
pathetically the sheer complexity, the "labyrinth, " of
today’s multi-cultural crisis in the schools rears its head
and we can grow as confused as our students* Is John
refusing to play opposite Nathan simply because they are
good friends, or because Nathan is a better call player?
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Or# is it the fact that Nathan la John's grandfather in his
kinship terms? This would mean that John must how him
only respect# making the baseball situation impossible—as
impossible as expecting a middle class White boy to openly
treat his sister as a girlfriend. Perhaps D. B. brings a
knife to school because he is a "bad sort, " but yet it just
might be that the code of the street world from which he
comes demands that he carry it for dignity and survival.
Does Rita still speak only Spanish because no one has spent
enough time to teach her English? Is she not bright enough
to learn a second language? Or does she prefer speaking
Spanish because she finds it a richer and more useful means
of expression? Has Sharon just picked out "firechief"
arbitrarily—as a joke? Or has she seriously considered her
interest in a public service career which is exciting to her
and which involves skills she thinks consistent with her
abilities? Should we feel sorry for Connie? After all# the
"rootless" child is shuttled around from one place to another.
She has never known a "real" home. No? Take a look at Billy
Jenks and Elmer Bruggs and Vera Niles—she's known those
three kids all her life and the four of them go into every
new school together (portable "roots, " if you will)
•
If we "leap into the breach" and begin to ask these
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questions, we might be able to then proceed to specific ways
of using cultural plentitude as a functional tool in the
classroom. But, so far, few of us have. Let us look at
what typically happens to children such as these in school.
John Crow-Flies-High is told he is stubborn, perhaps even
"effeminate N ... nevertheless he still refuses to play
ball and withdraws more and more from school. D. B.'s knife
is taken away because he is judged "no good"; he has no
choice but to drop out of school since at that time he feels
he needs the knife more than he needs school. At first, Rita
is flatly ignored: there is no time for her. But when the
school finally has enough funds to hire a teacher for the
retarded, she is placed at the head of the class. After
Sharon's goal is the object of much amusement, she is
patiently told that "firechief" is a man's job and that,
"believe it or not, " she will grow to like boys and outgrow
this firechief business: perhaps her husband will be a
fireman. Connie? Connie is given an "enrichment" program
and a healthy dose of unwanted sympathy, not unlike how
castor oil was once administered in the home as a cure-all.
A classmate may even take her home one noon to show
her
a "real" home. And at Christmas time, the well-meaning
class donates its tree to her family. But the fact
is that
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when the culture of the school is foreign to the culture
of the home, a student is forced to make a choice between
the conflicting ideas presented. Since it first is the
family and later a peer group that satisfies most of the needs
of students (food, clothing, shelter, respect, esteem), it will
be the home or peer forces that win the conflict with the
school. This is how a student often copes with the “laby-
rinth, " But this is finally a "cul-de-sac" for children
that need not occur, (Some suggestions on how to avoid it
will be the subject of the Conclusion,)
Now as we have noted, by and large American schools
reflect and "teach a selective set of white middle class
cultural attitudes and beliefs," The fact that they equate
these beliefs and values in particular, and middle class
culture in general, with the only code of ethics, makes
schools "a laboratory for the study of the conscious attempt
to select and transmit a limited and idealized set of cul-
tural norms..,. Schools provide a setting for the study of
cultural conflict and the domination and submission of
various subcultures."^ This also helps make the schools
less than completely successful in these attempts.
Take, for example, the normative view of many Ameri-
cans that "coincidences with current social ideology—the
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equalitarian principle which asserts that all people are
created equal under the law and must be treated as such from
a moral and political point of view. [This] normative view
••• wrongly equates equality with sameness.,.. Thus we find
Glazer and Moynihan (1963) stating* ‘The Negro is only an
American and nothing else. He has no values and culture ...
2to guard and protect . 9 " How can a school have impact upon
a culture if it denies its existence?
The effect of the belief that the culture of a single
school equals Culture is reinforced by the widely held con-
clusion that all students learn in the same way (make way
for another barrier.) In a case in point, Ronald Rohner
noted a fundamental difference between the learning process
as conceived by American schools and learning found in the
social-cultural system of the Kwakiutl Indians of British
Columbia. This difference dramatically reduced the effec-
tiveness of the school he observed. Rohner felt that*
These differences create an important discontinuity
in the enculturation progress of the child.
Kwakiutl children typically learn by observation,
manipulation, and experimentation in their native
setting, yet they must learn to learn by verbal
instruction, reading and writing in the classroom.
All of these skills emphasize language skills in
English, • • •
^
Thus, he decided, the school system is committed to trans-
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mission of values, skills and knowledge which are not part
of the Kwakiutl cultural system upon which they have been
imposed:
Conflict exists between the values and attitudes
which the teacher attempts to transmit and those
which are inculcated in the Kwakiutl child out-
side the school • Forms of independence and
aggression, for example, are rewarded in non-
school activities, but they are discouraged in
the classroom. Methods of coping with and
adjusting to peers which are reinforced directly
and indirectly by villagers become punishable in
school. The child must learn a form of compliance
behavior which is not expected out of school:
competition with peers rather than sharing and
cooperation. •• • Concern about delimitable time
units leading to the concept of punctuality is
important in the educational system and becomes
a moral issue for many teachers. Villagers do
not share the teachers' perception of time . 4
His conclusion, applicable almost universally, was
that "school represents a discontinuity in the lives of many
children; it is usually not reinforced in the home, in the
village generally or in other life experiences. As a
5
result, formal education tends to become compartmentalized.
"
In other words, the importance of formal education was seen
only in its relationship to more sophisticated formal educa-
tion in the future. It was not seen by the schools as
crucial to satisfying any basic need presented at the time.
Outside the school it was, as a matter of practical neces-
sity, ignored.
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The end result of a teacher proceeding as if he were
dealing with culturally deprived students is that the
subject matter he offers may have no relationship to the
student * s actual experiences in either culture—and so
remain as inert and lifeless as the print within a text.
However, Harry Wolcott points out that the Kwakiutl
student does need to know certain things about the dominant
culture. He needs to know the function of the various
government officials with whom he comes into contact. Or
it may be crucial for him to understand the difference
between a welfare worker and a nurse. He needs to be able
to "tell time" in a certain way, in certain situations.
He must be able to do simple addition. In other words,
if he chooses to avoid certain difficulties he must be
able to be adept at many basic skills of the dominant
6
culture. But instead, the school presents him with the
history of western civilization, creative writing, and
the "new math.
"
Needless to say, the child learns very little of
them, and so his dilemma stays or is temporarily shrugged
off. Holt and many others have pointed out that children
learn best when the subject matter is reinforced in
7
their out-of-school experiences. So, a school may not
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only fail to teach subjects Which support the student's needs
to survive, much less excel, in a complex changing society,
but, ironically, it also may transmit those it does not
r
intendi like how to "get by" in school (which quite inno-
cently, it seems to teach very well)
•
Furthermore, because of their exclusive identification
with their own culture, many schools tend to operate on
schedules which are appropriate only to their own traditions.
Schools for Eskimo children, for example, make no accommo-
dation for such important Eskimo calendric events as berry
picking, muskrat hunting, beaver trapping and salmon
8
fishing. Rather, like all other white middle class oriented
schools, they acknowledge such times as "Labor Day, " "Thanks-
giving, " "Christmas, "Lincoln's and Washington's Birthdays,"
etc. This national holiday schedule does not bring cultures
closer together even intellectually, rather—aside from
such practical disadvantages as noted above—it serves to
reinforce what one might call "cultural schizophrenia."
That is, even £f. a student decides to take both the culture
of his school and of his community or peer group seriously
(and given that they do not resemble each other in terras of
language, values, behavior etc.) he may either have to
wander from one to the other utterly confused or block one
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culture out mentally £3. best he can while interacting with
the other (perhaps if he were truly schizoid he might func-
tion even better)
•
The result could be the reverse of the aphorism: "Less
is more." Instead of being enriched from the exposure of not
one but two cultures, he may merely become adept at playing
more than one cultural roles instead of a participant he
becomes an actor* And so if in this dual situation he
succeeds, he may no more become a product of either culture
than the chameleon becomes a brown branch or a green leaf.
And what does the chameleon do when all the browns and greens
disappear?
And what of the student who finding even the double
role playing useless takes the next step beyond?
In 1993, just a few days before he died,
Manuelito, a former great war leader of the
Navajo people and by then an old man, said to
the young Chee Dodge, famous scout and inter-
preter, destined to become a tribal chairman
of the Navajo
s
My grandchild, the white have many things
which we Navajos need. But we cannot get them.
It is as though the whites were in a grassy
canyon and there they have wagons, plow and
plenty of food. We Navajos are upon the dry
mesa. We can hear them talking but we cannot
get to them. My grandchild, education is the
ladder. Tell our people to take it. 9
So, what becomes of students who are willing to render
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themselves immune to traditional home-peer pressure and
fully accept the consequences of the schools what if they
are willing to be "acculturated, " "enculturated, * "socialized"
to the dominant values of the schools?
A most telling case of the consequences of accepting a
teacher's lessons in the cross-cultural situation in an
ethnically different community is made by Harry Wolcott in
hie discussion of a teacher as enemy. Wolcott believes that
a teacher must realize the possible repercussions of his
"success" with regard to the student's personal life*
It may mean selling out ... defecting ...
turning traitor ... ignoring the succorance and
the values and the pressures of one's peers,
one's family, one's own people. It can require
terrible and anxious decisions ... it may even
require him to sever all existing ... ties....
[Schools] need constantly to review what these
costs mean to any human. ... In the latter regard,
a proverb attributed to the Basuto seems particu-
larly appropriate*
If a man does away with his traditional
way of living and throws away his good
custom, he had better first make cer-
tain he has something of value to
replace them.
The teacher may feel a ... need to alert his
pupils to the fact that he has not been able to
provide them with all the prerequisite skills.
^
The teacher must also let them know that there is a contra-
diction "between the ideal of assimilation and the reality
of prejudicial treatment accorded to minority groups within
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the dominant society .*11 For despite the efforts of schools
and rare students to assimilate, society will still respond
prejudicially to the persons who attempt to assimilate.
In truth, many people who give up their traditional ways
for the selected values of the schools may find that after
school they have nothing that endures.
The Case of the Boarding School
In order to demonstrate how complex a situation can
become even if the conflict is not between the school and
an alien community outside, consider the case of American
Indian boarding schools. In a study of such schools David
King points out that the dormitory living situation teaches
Yukon Indian children a sub-culture which in itself makes
it improbable for the child to learn in the classroom, no
matter how appropriate the material or teaching methods.
For, in the dormitory, the child learns that he will be
rewarded if he does not stand out, if he behaves according
to the most trivial kinds of rules without question, if
he is quiet, passive, and not affectionate* in short, if
he is as unobtrusive as possible. Accordingly, these
children use language sparingly, rarely play, have little
12
ambition or imagination.
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So in the dorm, he lacks nearly all the qualities
which could make learning easier and more rewarding for him
while in the classroom# But while in class, does the student
shift gears and become verbal, lighthearted, ambitious, and
imaginative? Is this another possible case of multiple or
split cultural personalities? No, because only in the dor-
mitory does the child have significant relationships. These
relationships are meaningful (even if "counterproductive")
simply because the dormitory counsellor is associated with
students* basic physical needs: sleep, warmth, food.
Therefore, it makes a difference to the student if he is
rewarded for his behavior in the dorm context, while it
makes no differences in the school context. A similar
case can be made for those new behavior patterns the child
in a day school situation learns and does not learn. In
both cases, although there certainly is the adoption of
some new skills, the see-saw, in and out of class blunting
effect of the changes in context is hardly desirable. As
we have noted before, the classroom will usually lose in a
conflict with home, peer group (or dorm life) unless the
child can turn "schizophrenic, " in which case no one gains
—
least of all the child. And a3 for that life after school
is completed? Perhaps the single thing for which she has
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really been trained is espionage: the only job that makes
a virtue out of the ability of living two or more mutually
exclusive lives. But then, second class citizens rarely
get security clearance ...
Other Case
8
There are many other types of cases which do not involve
such a disparity as that between the white middle class
school system and the culture of American Indians. As it
was concluded above, a child is most likely to learn when
a meaningful (though not necessarily a "good") and rewarding
relationship exists, and in the American Indian boarding
school situation, the dormitory life has this significance
for the children. By the same process, the white middle
class child, whose culture is usually more similar to the
values and behaviors promoted by the middle class dominated
school, has a clear conception of "teacher." And because
a teacher inherits a meaningful and powerful role, these
children may learn subject matter more effectively, par-
ticularly when they are young and the role of the older
adult is most influential. In addition, the subject
matters may seem to have more relevance to their experiences
in the world giving them added grip- Still, this school
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too iB limited in its power to educate, and it grows more
so because as the student gets older, his peer pressure
assumes dominance and classroom learning declines.
Ironically, the greatest impact we teachers have in
this context seems to be often also that which severely
limits out ability to prepare students for a changing
futures that is, consciously or unconsciously, we teach our
own values. And, as this paper has suggested earlier
(while trying to promote its own values), these values
often ignore cultural pluralism and reflect only a selected
slice of the reality of our culture, a teacher's own
behavioral transmission of the values of conpetition,
aggression, etc., unwittingly employed in teaching, jure
less likely to be ignored in the situation where the
teacher, as well as the values, have some contextual or
experiental relevance (via family, etc.) for the student.
Thus, in most schools for children of white middle class
parents, an individual teacher's culture may well be
reinforced. A case of this kind of indirect value trans-
mission occurs each time a teacher stops two children who
are working together and calls it "cheating." To simplify
things, we might say that this example illustrates the
ethnocentricsm of class value of competitive individualism;
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a value which is stressed time and again in schools: indi-
viduals are tested against each other; success or failure
is a relative achievement, A student dees well only if his
classmates do poorly. Yet in our increasingly mobile
society, we might do better to draw from other cultures
proven ways to teach children to live and work cooperatively
in groups. Like other primates, human kind needs a broad
base of peers to trust and work with In order to psychologi-
cally and physically survive.
Another, and more frightening, example of the success
of value transmission in white middle class schools, has
been reported by Jules Henry in an article about a subur-
ban classroom's "Vigilance Club." The purpose of this club
was to teach children to be "good citizens. " It functioned
simply. Both the good and bad deeds of the pupils were
publically recorded by the pupils themselves or by their
peers. Each week the "bad-deed-doers" were placed in an
isolation ward in the back of the classroom until their
record was favorably balanced by good behavior. In this way
docile conformity to irrational group pressure
and teacher authority, and the value of spying
and confession, were encouraged and transmitted.
These must be seen as unintended consequences of
the teacher's purposeful action ... [but] these
unintended consequences do not appear out of a
vacuum. The pattern was already available in
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the culture, was present in various degrees of
latency in the children, [and] was activated
in the behavioral setting by the teacher
.
14
A similarly disturbing example of this dilemma can be
seen in the ways schools socialize young women to accept
traditional role for the female despite the reality of
rapid cultural change (e.g., while women do work outside
the home for a major portion of their lifetimes, they con-
tinue to be socialized to be "housewives ") . Such stereo-
types are not to be confused with innate sexual differences.
They are, rather, “assumed differences, social conventions
15
or norms, learned behavior, attitudes and expectations."
Yet they have enormous impact. A substantial portion of
the stereotypes of middle class culture which demean women
as simple-minded are learned through the school system and
are perpetuated by women as well as men.
"I remember quite clearly a day in sixth grade, " a
college freshman recllaed, "when the class was discussing
an article from a weekly supplementary reader. The story
was about a chef, and someone in the class ventured the
opinion that all cooking was women's work, that a man was
a "sissy" to work in the kitchen. The teacher's response
surprised us all. She informed us calmly that men make
the best cooks, just as they make the best dress designers.
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singers and laundry workers. 'Yes, she said, 'anything a
woman can do a man can do better.' There were no male
students present ; my teacher was a woman." 10
Numerous examinations of text-books have also reinforced
the conclusion that boys do, girls follow; that men will
have important roles in society, women will work for them.
"Ask yourself whether you would be surprised to find the
following social contexts in a fifth grade arithmetic text-
books
1. girls playing marbles; boys sewing
2. girls earning money, building things and going
places; boys buying ribbons for a sewing project;
3. girls working at physical activities; boys baby-
sitting and, you guessed it, sewing." 17
Given the damages we have seen that can be caused by
an ethnocentric uni-cultural philosophy at work in the
schools, why need we continue force children to choose
between the school or the home or the peer groups to com-
pete when they could learn to cooperate, to groom young
women for traditional "female" roles, etc*, or to force
them to accept our own personal cultural vision or reject
the school altogether? In short, why treat children as if
they are slow, hostile, without proper moral standards, or,
in general, culturally deprived, when we know that chances
are they are not?
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Certainly we could insist that in today's world human-
kind can no longer afford the luxury of believing that
any particular cultural way of doing things is way.
Like it or not, we live in a multi-cultural nation (and
world) and its resources await us. (There will be enough
to go around.)
It should be noted, of course, that some exceptions
(teachers, students, parents, etc.) are already using these
resources: occasionally people do become multi-cultural
in a healthy way: capable of functioning productively in
a variety of cultural situations. But this author would
maintain that, in most cases, this is despite, not because
of, the philosophy of the school. Yet since this author
also asserts that schools can make an enormous difference,
with the use of multi-cultural awareness on all levels,
the number of multi-cultural individuals who hold the value
of cultural pluralism might begin to increase to the point
where they are no longer exceptions.
Thus, for teachers, students, and the various cultures
from which they emerge, the present situation is by no
means a hopeless stalemate. Simple recognition of the
dilemmas one is apt to confront in a classroom can make a
considerable difference: at least the blinders are off.
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freeing us to lg-SMe the problem. Once knowledge of the
cultural spectrum (and the constant internal flux of the
independent elements within) begins to influence our
perspective, then perhaps the “whys" of classroom problems
will surface.
And then solutions may not be far behind: resulting
not from cultural synthesis or compartmentalization but
from such things of which--dare we say it?—all humans are
capable: respect for, excitement and curiosity about,
one's own ways and the ways of others.
Now, before beginning to rhapsodize upon the potential
moral blessings of cultural pluralism, let us hasten to the
last chapter. Because the solution of a cultural dilemma
—
this author believes—is a moral act, but to do it in this
age one needs a good strategy.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Thus far this thesis has attempted to provide insights
into our schools applicable to all of us who teach by
describing some of the obstacles to recognizing a multi-*
plicity of valid cultures in our classrooms. That is, it
has listed some of the barriers to moving toward cultural
pluralism. Also, some of the consequences of the myth of
cultural deprivation and some of what teachers face when
these barriers interact in the classroom have been dis-
cussed. And it is hoped that within the many examples
cited any teacher may find some which are relevant to the
dilemmas which he himself has had to face.
Now while this author has been emphasizing the
alarming , all pervasive reality of the myth of cultural
deprivation, and thus making it appear so omnipotent as
to be unsolvable, we must always realize that our resources
are not now functioning at their full capacity. Each time
we solve a "problem" we release a human resource which
in
turn increases our collective power to solve the
next
problem.
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What this thesis is now trying to combat, among other
things, is a feeling of helplessness which may arise when
the full scope of the "labyrinth" is suggested. So let us
now proceed to positive suggestions which we teachers
might employ to replace the myth of cultural deprivation
with the reality of cultural plentitude.
In this concluding chapter, an attempt will be made to
specify some general guidelines for individual teachers to
employ. For the more a particular strategy is detailed
(curricula, how to deal with given ethnic groups, etc.),
the greater the danger is of becoming irrelevant to those
unique situations in an individual teacher's situation.
The guidelines therefore are directional, not comprehen-
sive, They are meant as basic aids to assist one's own
awareness and sensitivity of the needs of our students as
the forces of all cultures present work to shape and define
the classroom situation,
Pre-Term Activities
One can begin to employ guidelines toward cultural
pluralism not only before a class period starts but well
before the school term even begins. Will it come
as any
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surprise to the reader that this thesis believes one of
the teacher '8 primary objectives in preparing for a class
is to discover what particular cultural mix he is likely
to encounter? As this author has so often stated, first
and foremost, we must rid ourselves of the myth of cul-
tural deprivation. Only once this is accomplished are we
prepared psychologically to do some advance "scouting."
Pre-term activity consists mainly of "fieldwork"
and starts by merely discovering, geographically, from what
communities the school draws its students. Once these are
located, it is surprising what a simple walk down the
"Main Street" of each community can inform us about the
cultures that will eventually come together in our class:
what languages, dialects, and slang terms do we teachers
overhear on our walk? If urban, at what speed or pace
(economically and socially) is life around us travelling?
How, as a stranger, are we regarded: do we blend in or
receive stares, hostility? What kinds of houses,
churches, cars, stores, various skills being employed,
and kinds of dress among all age groups do we see?
Since we will probably take our walk in August, what
climate range seems probable given the geography (e.g..
how severe the winters)? And finally, how far will each
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group of students have to travel each day to reach school
and, more importantly, will that trip involve a change in
surroundings (e.g., rural to urban, poor to middle class,
etc.)? If we can't take a leisurely walk, a bus ride or
two might yield something valuable from our fellow passen-
gers and the "look" of the community through which we
pass. In addition, many of the materials covered in the
bibliography concluding this thesis might be a useful
starting point as general background. And one can consult,
if available, books which might deal with a given com-
munity i from national travel magazines to local brochures
to anthropological studies to "popular" literature, all
culled from the chambers of commerce, the public and
school libraries.
While these may afford few direct clues to the multi-
cultures we teachers may find in our classrooms, even
the briefest "objective" look at the communities involved
will help to illuminate the particular stereotypes both
teacher and student may be up against.
Now before we take a walk through the school itself,
there is one general guideline of which to remind oneself
at this point* if only two communities and their attendant
cultures are involved, this author does not hold tnat
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teachers should simply be conducting a strictly bi-
cultural classroom* Naturally we must address ourselves
primarily to the cultures of the students we teach but
not to the point of excluding expression whenever possible
of the values of all cultures (our students might not
live and work in the same place forever)
•
Remember that this new vantage point (cultural
pluralism) should always be distinguished from a bi-cultural
perspective. The bi-cultural approach stresses the
importance of appreciating the culture of a single
minority present within the white dominant school system
and advocates approaching, for example. Indian students,
or Spanish speaking students, or Black students with
curricular content and instructional methods catered to
that cultural group. Cultural pluralism broadens aware-
ness by taking what has been considered the cultural
periphery and bringing it squarely into focus. It recog-
nizes the need of all the groups which make up our
multi-cultural society to appreciate and understand one
another whether they are present in one's classrooms or
not. All people involved must accept that "any culturally
patterned behavior, however bizarre it may first appear,
at bottom makes plausible sense, is believable
and fully
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human. ..." Simply put # aaz functioning cultural pattern
sense the moment it is successfully revealed.
But a bi-cultural approach to education does not accomplish
this understanding for it assumes that in any given cases,
only two cultures need be considered at one tiraei the
culture of the dominant white middle class and the culture
of one particular minority. It suggests one bi-cultural
approach for Spanish speaking students, another for Indians,
another for Blacks. At any given time only two cultures
are isolated within a logic-tight compartment. A culturally
pluralistic approach begins with a multiplicity of cultures
(Black, Indian ... ) —none of which are static or mutu-
ally exclusive with respect to other behavior patterns.
Since many cultures often co-mingle in a classroom, no
attempt is made to ignore any cultural force at work
despite the complexity that is bound to surface. This is
hardly the easiest view of culture—it demands much of us
teachers, our students, and their communities—but to
ignore it is to ignore what is at the present time, to
this author, a basic configuration of human life.
During Term
Back at the school, our first stop might be the
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library. Aside from the general texts one expects to find,
watch for special interest categories or take a good look
at the "general fiction" shelf: this contains books
students check out voluntarily . If some are more popular
than others, they can reveal something of the interests,
values, and even goals and aspirations of one's students.
Chronologically speaking, perhaps now is the time to
take stock of one's own culture: think back over what we
have just seen in the various communities and the school
itself. Have we been uniformly objective about what we
observed or have we made judgments (perhaps traceable to
"cultural deprivation") that later will misdirect or
inhibit us? Simply put, were we pleased, displeased, or
even shocked by whatever we saw? These reactions may be
signs of our own cultural bias at work. Let us take due
note of our reactions (if we don't now our students cer-
tainly will later) and mark them for further study and
introspection. If we made value judgments of any kind,
try to decide what, if anything, led to them besides one's
own formal education and upbringing. Clearly no one can
pass through one or more communities and be totally
objective about what they saw. What we must do, rather
than suppress these judgments, is to realize them openly
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for what they arei an expression of one of many alterna-
tive ways of perceiving the world (in this case, our own)
.
The Classroom
Now the term begins and time for in class fieldwork*
we now can take a close look at our students, if we have
become somewhat familiar with their communities, what one
sees should not come as too great a surprise no matter how
broad the cultural spectrum.
It is at this point that probably one's most important
acquired skill and natural gift comes into play* a well-
informed, well-trained teacher's ability to look, listen,
and feel in the classroom with a minimum of prejudice ...
to ask questions which stimulate awareness as well as other
questions ... to know when to take chances with students,
becoming just one human being among a classroom of others*
an act which could lead to greater empathy and understanding
on all sides ... to be flexible, even vulnerable, in
student confrontations knowing that academic condescension
often leads to emotional alienation, blunted curiosity, and
hostility toward knowledge (high test scores notwithstanding).
Discovering the cultures of one's students, the cul-
ture of eight year olds, ten year olds, or twenty year olds.
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of middle class or poor, black, red, or white students—
and then incorporating it into what and how we teach—is
essential. But we can only do this if willing to listen
hard, prefer dialogues to monologues, and never take any-
thing for granted. Only then may we teachers be able to
grasp what is so obviously crucial to cross-cultural under-
standing: the student 1 s view of his or her world.
And still, good intentions, self-education, and long
hours may not be enough to overcome a block between student
and teacher created by an entrenched cultural tunnel vision
on both their parts. It may be necessary for teachers to
change our entire role conception in order to beot deal
with the classroom situation. In an article entitled
"Teacher as Enemy, " Harry Wolcott recalls an unsuccessful
teaching axperience he had with Kwakiutl Indians, an
experience he attributes to his previous expectations of
the teacher role:
No culture ever provides its members with a per-
fect and complete blueprint of how to act in
every situation. •• • Regardless of how much effort
[is spent] at understanding those who are differ-
ent ... it is from [our own] repertoire of
cultural behavior patterns that ... [we] must
choose .... if we have no appropriate pattern of
behavior, [then we must look for analogies].
The teacher working with culturally different
pupils exhibits a natural inclination to draw
upon a single analogy, that of the idealized
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teacher-pupil relationship.... i ... suggest
...
that the teacher eeek out alternative behavior
analogies rather than depend solely on the not-
alwaya
-appropriate model of the ideal teacher. 2
Wolcott goes on to suggest that an appropriate role
might be to consider oneself an enemy to one's pupils.
Wolcott's analogy between his role as teacher in the school
and that of an enemy in a prisoner of war camp, in ways,
seems apt.
Prisoners of war—inmates and captors alike—
are faced with a probability that a long period
of time may ensue during which their relative
status remains unchanged ... enmity is not
derived from individual or personal antagonism.
None the less, the enemy captors, representing
one cultural group, are expected to convert the
prisoners to their way of life, and the prisoners
are not expeated to acculture the captors....
Let us extend the analogy one step further. Let
us suppose that ... the captors have also provided
teachers charged with instructing the prisoners
in the ways of, and particularly in the merits
of, the enemy culture. The purpose of instruction
is ... to recruit new members into their society
by encouraging prisoners to defect.... 3
Wolcott felt that this role would be appropriate for the
instructional as well as for the psychological factors
which affected both him and his students.
I think I might have been a more effective
teacher if I had taken the perspective of
regarding the teacher, me, fis. 5H enemy . By
effective I mean that I would have remained
more objective about my lack of success, and
I would have been more sensitive to the high
cost for each pupil of accepting me or my
instructional program. 4
I
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In other words, Wolcott suggested that the role of
enemy helps a teacher imagine how pupils might feel towards
him, to realize that under certain conditions their energies
and resources are utilized in an effort to maintain their
status as enemies despite him.
Thankfully, the "enemy" role is not appropriate to
every classroom situation, but it should no more be dis-
missed easily than the "friendly" teacher role universally
accepted. Whatever method of teaching is indicated, it is
never simply a matter of following a set of rigid tech-
niques, A teacher must have a continuously flexible style
of discovering and interacting with the subcultures he
finds in his classrooms in order to show their potential
place in a culturally pluralistic world.
Aside from the variety of roles from which it may be
necessary to select (despite a natural inclination to
conduct classes quite differently), there is the matter
of curricula. No matter how inflexible the range of
texts, slides, models, maps, charts, etc, is likely to be,
the idea this author wishes to stress here is the u^e
of such curricular materials could remain flexible in
our classrooms.
The challenge to us as teachers is to be aware of
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the curricular decisions we constantly make. True curricu-
lum is ultimately evolved in the classroom, because
curriculum consists not only of materials and activities
(the intended instruction), but also of purposes, philoso-
phies, cultural backgrounds, and the interactions of the
students and teacher. This author feels that teachers can
no longer afford to let themselves be fooled by pre-
packaged materials and activities Which call themselves
"curriculums. " No packet of materials, no matter how com-
prehensive, is a curriculum until put into use by teacher
and students in their classroom. And a decision to use
materials with, or without, modification is a curricular
decision ideally made by all affected.
But stated or unstated, we have objectives as teachers.
Consciously or unconsciously, these objectives are derived
from feelings, attitudes, beliefs about education, the
world, and/or students. Someone, somewhere makes the
original decisions about what materials and activities are
appropriate to these objectives. Whether we know it or
not, we arrange these activities (learning opportunities)
into a sequence that makes sense. Like it or not, we
have criteria for evaluating our students, and we us£
these criteria every day.
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These are the major processes in curriculum (formu-
lating objectives, creating learning opportunities,
organizing activities, and evaluating performance), and
most often, we do these things intuitively. The reason for
this is not that we don*t want to plan our curriculum
consciously, but that it seems to be such a difficult and
time consuming process. It needn*t be, however, and a
multi-cultural awareness provides tools that will help any
teacher to be more in control of the curricular decisions
he makes (and has to live with)
•
To sum up, teachers can incorporate the perspective
of cultural pluralism into most any institutionalized
curriculum, instructional procedure, or preplanned objec-
tive in their classrooms. For example, imagine a school
in an ethnic community where teachers transmit the ways of
the dominant society, a la Wolcott, as a respectable but
alternative culture and bring into the curriculum content
examples of the kinds of behavior a student will need to
learn Jl£ he chooses to interact with other subcultures of
the society. In a cross-cultural math class a problem
might read* “Sharon Jackson is the firechief of a large
metropolitan area with a force of fifty persons. If
twenty—five people were needed to put out a fire, how much
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larger a force would Sharon need if she were called to
put out a fire of 3 tiir.es as big as X?" Or, "John Crow
Plies High was a famous doctor for his people, being
trained by his grandmother. When he helped his grand-
father, Nathan Little Soldier, be born, John was twenty.
How old is John when his grandfather is 45?" The teacher's
instructional procedures should take into account the fact
that the previous socialization of the young women (and
the young black or American Indian man) in his class makes
learning math seem less appropriate to them than for his
middle class white male students.
S^3Lategie^foy_|ndividual Students
What has been briefly outlined above is but an indi-
cation of how to develop a multi-cultural curriculum for
an entire class. But often a single student becomes so
alienated by the cross-cultural situation, an individual
curriculum seems indicated. Time permitting, the make up
of the curriculum can be inspired by a number of sources.
Private talk sessions with silent or openly hostile
students are not guaranteed to suggest what curricula would
be the best, but it is a good place to begins special
problems, special interests can often lead to the mutual
formation of reports, readings, exercises, etc. And this
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in turn may lead to greater participation in class. Some-
times # if one is lucky, a student is honest and candid
enough to admit that we teachers are the problem! This
writer's point is that an opportunity for the student to
remove his own barrier can often bridge cultural gaps
inaccessable in classrooms where peer pressure is silently
at work and resources stay dormant.
"Office hours" are by no means a last resorts
teachers have other opportunities for strengthening or
introducing cultural pluralism in an otherwise static
situation. Observing how one's students react to study
periods, recess, and especially other classes can reveal
a good deal about a given cultural mix. Meeting with other
teachers and pooling observations, problems, and success-
ful methods can be helpful: a student who sits absolutely
mute in one class but is highly motivated and verbal in
another might be helped with the simple disclosure of his
or her interests by the teacher who conducts the student's
"good" class. For instance, many an athletic or drama
coach could provide subject matter for a frustrated English
teacher who has a pupil who never turns in work on those
"dull" writing topics but also happens to be out every
afternoon for soccer or giving her roommate insomnia with
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the nightly memorization of her lines from a Leroy Jones
play then in rehearsal.
And last of all, special sessions with parents to
exchange insights and aspirations for their children often
can be highly informative for teacher, student, and parent.
This exchange then can lead to more productive group inter-
actions between members of the community and school (e.g.,
PTA, community action groups, school board meetings, etc.)
What have been outlined above cure some pragmatic
suggestions as to how we can begin to use a multi-cultural
approach. We can grow towards cultural pluralism in our
classroom by determining appropriate content, predicting
success of learning activities, and creating curriculums
that will provide a more complete and integrated learning
environment for most of our students.
We know that all of our students bring special unique
characteristics and abilities to our classes and, since
we want to use these forces, diagnosis is only the first
step in effectively dealing with the "labyrinth. " We must
also be able to suggest courses of action which afford
insight into the unique problems each of us finds in our
own classroom. A multi-cultural approach offers one such
way of understanding and approaching these problems.
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h Sample Strategy
At this point a concrete example might be helpful.
Up until now, this author has stressed the need for we
teachers to hurry toward the virtues of cultural pluralism.
That is fine. But are not many of us teachers in the
classroom not only because we care for students and the
evocation of the best kind of learning but in fact because
we happen to care about the subject we teach and would like
to pass on to others the excitement, comfort, or strength
we have received as a result of our learning. To be more
specific, let us imagine for our present purposes that we
are white middle class adults teaching American literature
to a class one third white, one third black, and one third
Indian. In late August, the book list is put together:
a choice for high school students (Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
and a current best seller)
•
But as we read out choices to the class amidst a chorus
of yawns, sighs, and outright groaning that familiar anxiety
arises: what will that black student find MGreat" about
"Gatsby, " or what will that Indian girl care for an Anglo-
Saxon ambulance driver in the Italian army or a bacteria
strain called andromeda that threatens to destroy "all of
nature as we know it"? Does it matter or help that we
have cared annually?
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The teacher in this illustration has at least four
choices: care and student reaction "be damned", don't care
and drone through another year, skip town, or face the
challenge and find a way for them to face it too.
One might begin the fourth alternative by stressing
that the teacher's views on the books in question are not
only his own but in many ways representative
—
yes,
representative, but only of one culture and not necessarily
that of anyone else in the class. The choice of these
particular books could be justified on the grounds that
they contain things in them to enjoy and learn from for
not only that one culture which the book represents, or for
which the teacher is qualified to speak, but for most all
American cultures. The full understanding and enjoyment
will therefore have to be collectively defined by all cul-
tures present in the class. All present could therefore be
invited to contribute, all points of view welcome (actually
mandatory if one's claims for the book prove true). So
if every student cannot "identify" culturally with the
action and characters, there is still the real opportunity
to learn and express oneself.
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And what of the particulars? One could begin by
offering alternative readings and discussion topics dic-
tated by the multi-cultures present. To at least one
generation of white readers and critics, Gatsbv has been
seen as the failure of the "American Dream" s that money,
mansions, and a Stuz-Bearcat do not win you Daisy Buchannon.
Assuming the white middle class to be the dominant culture,
what do one's white students think of that "dream"? Are
they still dreaming it? And as an ideal in general, what
does the class as a whole think? Then ... is there an
Afro-American or an American Indian dream? Do any of them
compete or harmonize ... and so on. This is only one
set of thematic possibilities.
As for A Farewell to Arms and The Andromeda Strain,
what culture has totally escaped war, who does not have an
opinion, positive or negative, about space exploration and
the technological threat to the environment? From there
one can slide into such things as style, historical value,
etc.
The above books were written for a certain audience
(in this case, that of the dominant culture)—what better
way for minority cultural groups to gain access to some of
the "mysteries" of the white middle class if they have not
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already learned firsthand* And the more hooks oy Black
and Indian authors made required reading, the more each
side will begin to learn some of what is happening on the
other side of cultured, barriers.
In conclusion, this paper was written, as its title
declares, to dispel the myth of cultural deprivation and
present a case for the value of cultural pluralism. This
is another way of saying that this author believes already
existing multi-cultures might oe brought into the open for
the resources they may have to offer to all without
exposing them only to have them absorbed by the dominant
culture. We should build bridges, not destroy the rich
integrities of separate ways to be human. To do this ,
this author has suggested some reorientations in teacher
awareness, modifications that might serve to remove the
barriers in the following, not so out-of-date, anecdotes
Benjamin Franklin once told of the response of Indian
leaders to an offer of "education" for Indian youth:
"You who are wise must know that different
nations have different conceptions of things and
will therefore not take it amiss if our ideas of
this kind of education happen not to be the same
as yours. We have had experience with it.
Several of our young people were formerly brought
up at the colleges of the northern provinces:
but when they came back to us, they were bad
runners, ignorant of every means of living in
the woods ... totally good for nothing. We are,
however ... obliged by your kind offer ... and
to show how grateful our sense of it, if the
gentlemen of Virginia will send up a dozen of
their sons, we will take great care of their
education; instruct them in all we know and
make men of them.
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